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ABSTRACT

This research program is intended to extend the state-of-the-art

in heavy particle electrostatic propulsion. The followir.; target goals

were set:

a. Thrust 2.0 (millinounde)

b. Specifiz Impulse 1500 (seconds)

c. Effidiency 75 percent

d. Life 75 hours

With these goals in mind,.the work performed in the first half

of the program is described particularly as it relates to the average

charge/mass ratios obtained, charged particle beam currents, beam

neutralization and post acceleration with 1O0 KV.
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SYMBOLS

KV kilovolt

T.O.F. time-of-flight

Q/M charge/mass

I O spCific impulseup

in. or " inch

O.D. outside diameter

I.D. ivide disatter

Pt platinum

NaI sodium Iodide

H2s04  sulphuric acid

cm. centimeter

(Q/M) average charge/mass ratio

VN capillary tube voltage

P pressure

I T total needle or bem current

Vxtr extractor electrode potential

V suppressor potential
apr

"cone cone potent.al
V screen potentialscreen
4S/sec kilogram per second

"vgil acceleration due to gravity

9 !rcury

LN2 liquid n'trogen
"OC degrees centigrade

n efficiency

T thrust incident upon collectorc

ET total thrust exerted by charged beam

we microamperes

wlb aicropounds thrust

HI2 hydrogen

CO carbon monoxide
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SYMBOLS CONTINUED

CO2  carbon dioxide

amu atomic mass units

MR/Hr milliroentgens per hour

i Angstrom

I N needle or beam cturrent

I collector currert
C

I Neu neutralizer current

I x extractor ctrrentxtr
I shield current

a
V floating collector voltagec

T thrustor

m mass flow rate

i current

v velocity

V potential or voltage

TI,T 2 period of oscillatfon

110i2 moment of inertia

K torsion constant
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I. INTLODUCTICN

This interim report describes and summarizes the work performed on Contract

A?33(615)-20!J betweat tha variod 15 July 1965 - 15 AuSubt 1966. This research

is directed toward the eventual demonstration of efficient electrostatic engine

operation at specific impulses of 1000 seconds and above. This program is

intended to extend the state-of-the-art in heavy particle electrostatic

propulsion by achieving the following target goals.

Thrust 2.0 :illipounds

Specific Lm-alse 1500 seconds

Efficiency 75%

Life 75 hours

The heavy particle or colloid thrustor produces thrust basically in the

same fashion as an ion engine, i.e. by the reaction between a charged beam

"dnu1 An electric field. The neutralization of either beam is accomplished by

similar tecbniques, the injection of electrons. The similarity stops here.

The charged beam in the ion engine consists of ions of a single fixed specific

charge rnA a small number of neutrals. The colloid beam contains charged

mutitnolecular or heavy particles having a relatively narrow velocity dispersion.

This spre•i in specific charge is peaked about an average value which may be

sbifted over three decades, from less than 20C coulombs/kilogram to over

300,000 coclombsikiiogram. For comparison purposes the specific charge of

cesium is 720,000 coulomba/kilogram. It is just this ability to vary the

posftion of the peak of ti. specific charge distribution and therefore the

specific impulse of the heavy particle thrustor which allows mission parameters

to be optimized.

The TRW Systems coll.oid thrust,.r produces a beam of charged droplets by

exposing an electrically conducting liquid to the intense field produced

at the tip of a capillary tube held at a positive potential, nominally six
1 21thousand volts.1'2'3 Each capillary tube is centered within an extractor

aperture. The extractor is held negative at a nominal 500 volts in order to

produce an electron barrier to the capillary tubes. Figure 1 is a photograph

of a 60 needle module which has been operated at 1 milliampere beam current.

Also shown in this figure is a honeycomb collector, par- of a torsion pendulum

assembly used for measuring thrust. II
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The range of specific charge is obtained by the variation of four

parameters; these are the uass flow rate, the fluid resistivity, the

selection of ionzer additive and the potential difference between

capillary tube and extractor electrode. The theoretical understanding

of the effects of these parameters is not yet on firm enough ground

to allow a prediction of the average specific charge and beam current

yield to be made. On the other hand considerable laboratory data has been

obtained and this information permits certain generalizations to be made.

The laboratory data has been obtained from single capillary tubes, 6

tubes, 16 tubes, 36 tubes or 60 capillary tubes mounted in a single
module. Based upon the beam current requirements for maximum thrust, the

required number of needles are then paralleled within a single module.

Throttling of the beam is accomplished by either decreasing the needle

potential or decreasing the mass flow rate.

Within the normal thrustor operating range, the ratio of thrust to

beam current is equal to approximately 1.8 mrcronewtong (0.4 micropounds)

per microampere. This is illustrated in Figure 2 in which total thrust

is plotted (with efficiency corrections) vs -urrent. Since the data for

this figure were obtained by vary!ng the propellent feed rate and extraction

voltage, Figure 2 also demonstrates that a given configuration can be

throttled over a 15-to-lrange.

Figure 3 shows the variation of thrcst with specific impulse and

demonstrates that by adjusting feed and voltage parameters to obtain approxi-

mately constant current, ft is possible to vary the specific impulse at

constant thrust in order to meet specific mission requirements.

The forces exerted on the liquid surface are surface tension, the liquid

feed pressure and the electric pressure produced by the field. The

combination oi these three forces produces an unstable liquid surface

from which charged multimolecular droplets are continuously ejected at

high velocity to produce resultant thrust. Capillary tubes are operated

in parallel to obtain the desired maximum thrust.

3
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The efficiency of charged particle generation, a distinct from overall

thrustor effic'ency, is high for the colloid thruscor. However when con-

Waidering the overall, or rocket thrust efficiency, two sources of performance

. digradat~n must be caken into account.

One of these, common to all thrustors, is the diveroence of the exit

beam. A typical value of beam divergence efficiency is Y0 percent. The

second efficiency factor to be considered is directly related to tne Fpread

in specific charge of the particles in the cahaust beam. This fUctor ts

somewhat independent of the specific impulse; it is more specificaliy a

function of the shape of the capillary tips and the uniformity of the capillary

bore. The state-of-the-art performance gives specific charge distribution

efficienciea ranging from 65 to 80 percent. This may be compared to individual

capillary specific charge distribution efficiencies as high as 90 percent

and better.

In practice, although representative specific charge peaks have been

obtained over many decades, the normal range in laboratory practice ,axtends

from 200 to 10,000 coulombs/kilogram. At the nominal six kilovolts capillary

potential, a resultant specific impulse of 140 seconds to 1000 seconds results.

It should be kept in mind that post acceleration techniquos may be used to

increase lhe specific impulse to higher values. Voltages of 100 Tv have been

utilized at TRW Systems in order to obtain values of specific impulse of 2000

seconds.

II, SUMMARY

In order to detign an electrostatic engine utilizing post acceleration

techniques considerable knowledge is required regarding the behavior of a

single capillary needle, an ensemble of paralleled needles, the neutralizatiun

of the pos'tive beam, the technology associated with maintaining a high voltage

utilizing a liquid propellant environment, and finally a convenient method of

analyzing the results of an experiment. A considerable fraction of this know-

ledge has been acquired duri..g this report period. The results orp tabulated

In the following list.

6



A. SiB.le Noedle

1) A platinum needle was operated for 120 hours with no

apparent corrosion at ýhe tip as observed at 10OX
magnification. The current averaged 24 microamperesI
with an average charge/mass ratio of 6500 coulombs/

kilogram calculated from the average mass flow rate.

2) Another platinum needle was run for 164 hours; time-of-
flight (T.O.F.) datc indicated a needle current of
13 microamperes, an efficiency of 77 percent and
an average charge/mass (Q/M) ratio of 2600 coulombs/
kilogram.

B. Module (Womble of 6 Capillary Needles)

1) A module containing six needles using glycerol-H2 SO4 as
a propellant was operated continuously for 94 hours at
a beam current of 80 microamperes. The Q/M was varied
between 4000 and 9000 coulombs/kilogram at an efficiency
of 75%.

2) A six needle module using NaI as an additive was operated
continuously for 172 hours at 80 mlcroamperes. No corrosion
of the needle tips was observed. Although the system
parameters were unchanged the average Q/M ratio varied
from 3000 to 5000 coulombs/kilogram. However, the square
of the mean root Q/M ratio held relatively constant at
4000 coulombs/kilogram. The efficiency for this run was
generally just better than 75 percent. The values of thrust
obtained from T.O.F. data averaged 25 micropounds. The
thrust is corrected for velocity dispersion but not for
beam divergence.

C. Module (Ensemble of 37 Needles)

A 37 needle module, propellant fluid glycerol-Nal, was operated for

235 hours in a continuous run. For 67 of these hours, the module was full on

averaging 300 microamperes. During the remaining time, evenings and weekends,

the microthrustor was throttled. The square of the mean root Q/M ratio averaged

4000 coulombs/kilooram. The I corrected for efficiency was 680 seconds. No
sp-

needle tip erosion was apparent. Beam currtnts were d.c. with no appreciable

arcing observed.

D. Module (Ersemble of 60 Needles)

A 60 needle module was operated at 700 microamperes during
a hot wire neuLralization experiment.



2) The same module was run with a beam current of one9milliampere during a plasma neut ilizer experiment.

3) This high density module appears to work more satis-
factorily at 500 microamperes. At present it is not
known whether thic -ffect is due to the residual
pressure in the vacu.•m chamber. A single needle can
be operated successfully with no serious arcing at
15 microamperes. The 60 needle module should emit
900 microamperes with little arcing. It Joes not
do this in a 4 by 8 foot vacuum tank.

E. Several Comments on Needle Efficiency - State of the Art

Although there is not yet available a firm theoretical under-

standing of the relationships between the various parameters which effect

charged droplet emission by a conducting liquid from the end of a capillary

tube whose tip is exposed to a strong electric field, much experimental

evidence has been acquired to justify the following statements. In the low

charge/mass regime, up to 1000 coulombs/kilogram, Q/M distribution efficiencies

run 90 percent for a single needle and short time runs, about 100 hours. The

100 hour life figure is presented because no attempt has been made to allow

such a needle to operatp ich longer. At this stage such a task is considered

trivial.

From 1000 coulombs/kilogram to perhaps 10,000 coulombs/kilogram

the efficiency for a single neelle very often ranges from 80 to 85 percent

for a time normally extending from 25 to > 100 hours. No emphasis has been

placed on Q/M ratios greater than 10,000 coulhabs/kilogran and therefore less

laboratory work is available to justify a strong statement. However, some

evidence is on hand to indicate that efficiencies between 50 and 75 percent

can be obtained.

In the 1000 to 10,000 QIM range, the lifetime for an 85 percent

efficiency single needle demands some additional explanation. Many individual

needles have been operated in excess of 100 hours with no visible tip corrosion.

There have been a smaller number of cases where tip erosion has been observed.

In cases of tip erosion a discharge is normally the cause of the failure. This

will occur in a poor vacuum station or can be artifically produced by removing

the electron trap. Lowering the negative saddlepoint potential just downstream

of the capillary tube will accomplish this.

81
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Nevertheless even when no tip corr- on exists a gradual decrease

of needle efficiency may show vp with time. evidence at present appears

to iedicate either a deposit of material at thL sedle rim or a condensation

of organics in the vacuum system upon both extractor and needle. The

condensation of organics can be prevented b7 appropriate temperatures

on the needle-extractor assembly and cold trapping elsewhere. Such an

attack was succesefully used in the past year in a successful 100 hour run3 .

With an ensemble of capillary tubes, it will be observed that

In general efficiency figures are found between 65 and 78 percent and in

comon with a single needle a decrqase in efficiency occurs with time.

This latter effect is undoubtedly due to the same factor described for

the example of an individual needle. The former effect, a lower efficiency

for an ensemble as contrasted to a single needle, is probably due to the

noticeable variance in needle rim georetry among a group of capillary tubes.

At the present time, needle tips are hand generated and not selected for

uniformity. Work is proceeding on a program to insure needle uniformity.

It is zuttcipated that such uniformity will result in ensemble efficiencies

consistently closer to single needle performance.

F. Hesvy Particle Neutralization

Using a floating collector technique, neutralization of a positive

heavy particle beam has been demonstrated by both an immersed hot wire tungsten

emitter and with a cesium plasma neutralizer positioned just outside of the

beam.

G. Post Acceleration, High Volta,.e

A modest beam of 125 microamperes has been accelerated with iOO,000

volts and operated for eight hours before termination.

H. Diagnostics - Time-of-Flight Data Processing

A computer program has been generated which nearly eliminates the

arduous reduction of data formerly necessary in the interpretation of T.O.F.

traces. In addition results are obtained faster and with greater accuracy.

(
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i. SINGLE NEEDLE RESEARCH

Research on individual needles is a continuing part oL the overall program.

The emphasis during the past year has been confined almost entirely to the

behavior of a standard needle and a standard fluid. The needle is a thin rim

platinum capillary tube with an 0.014 In. outside diameter and an 0.004 in.

inside diameter. The propellant in use is a mixture of glycerol droped with NaI

to give a resistivity of • 4700 ohm cm at 25"C. At the present the NaI

additive is used because it produces a steady current. Although H 2so4 has

been used in the past, it produces currents somewhat less steady than with

NaI. The glycerol-H2 SO, mixture however was used for the post acceleration

100 KV run to be described further on. It is planned to try other tdditives

in the future. Initially an 0.014 by 0.008 in. capillary was used. This

was stuffed with an 0.005 in. diameter platinum wire. Although the technioue

was satisfactory, the smaller diameter platinum capillary was adapted as a

standard because of its simplicity. Representative runs are identified by

a code number which lists the year, monthly report and run number. A schematic

of the testing fixture is shown in Figur! 4

A. Needle Performa&Le

1) Run 6511-01

The data was obtained with an 0.014 in. I.D. by 0.008 in.

I.D. platinum capillary stuffed with 0.005 in. diameter platinum wire. The

propellant, glycerol and Nal had a resistivity N 4600 ohm ca. Tne efficicncy

was equal to or greater than 75 percent for all of the data. The efficiency

does not take into consideration the divergence of the beam but is defined

a• Lie ratio of the square of the mean root charge/mass ratio by the average

charge/mass ratio.4 Te divergence factor which is discussed in Section IV

is • 90 percent. Figure 5 is a graph of the data and is representative of

much of the earlier single needle tests. Needle currents, a function of

feed pressure and needle potential, were in general less than ten microamperes.

The electronics involved with T.O.F. interpretation at thit time make O/M

ratio determination uncertain above 2500 coulombs/4ilogram.

10
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2) Run 6512-01, 02

As in the previous run, an 0.014 by 0.008 stuffed Pt

needle was used to obtain an average for peak charge/uass ratio and current

as a function of needle potential and feed pressure. The propellant was

glycerol doped with NaI, resistivity % 4600 ohm cm. Although a louger T.O.F.

distance was used, 20 cm instead of the previous 10 cm, "dead times" again

made Q/M values above 2500 coulombs/kilogram uncertain. A continuous run

of 36 hours was made in order to obtain the data shown in the two tables.

Table 1 was obtained during the first day of the run, Table 2 a day later.

The masa flow rate efficiencies discussed previously were greater than

72 percent.

3) S#ndard Needles

The data described earlier was taken with an 0.014 by

0.008 inch platinum needle stuffed with 5 mil platinum wire. The function

of the stuffed wire was to increase the flow rate impedance of the capillary

tube. Because the wire stuffing operation took time and in an attempt to

make capillary flow more uniform, advantage was taken to the in-house work

of Hunter and Wineland of AFAPL at Wright Patterson. This led to the use

of a 0.014 in. O.D. by 0.004 in. I.D. capillary. Peaked Q/M ratios in

access of 3000 coulombs/kilogram and adequate (> 75 percent) efficiencies

were easily obtained. Currents of 10 microamperes per needle were common.

13



Table 1 6512-01 Table 2 6512-02

VN p IT (Q/M) V, P I T (Q/M)
kv in. hS a couobks kv in. hS coulom€bs/,

5.0 0.4 0.71 935 5.0 0.4 0.31 940

5.5 1.6 2750 5.5 0.67 1425

6.0 1.63 2720 6.0 2.1 3650

6.5 2.1 3350 6.5 2.75 3400

7.0 2.3 4500 7.0 2.75 4500

7.5 1.' 3400 7.5 2.3 4200

8.0 3.0 47G00 8.0 2.45 5000

8.5 3.0 400Q 8.5 2.90 5000

5.0 0.9 1.67 2200 5.0 0.9 0.5 1575

5.5 2.15 225n1 5.5 2.1 2200

6.0 3.27 3650 6.0 3.0 3650

6.5 5.4 4500 6.5 3.9 3850

7.0 5.2 4900 7.0 5.5 4500
- 7.

1.5 6.4 4700 7.5 ' ..5 3900

8.0 6.67 5100 8.0 5.5 4000

8.5 7.8 4850 8.5 ' 5.2 4750

5.0 1.4 1.2 1100 5.0 1.4 1.0 ico

5.5 2.0 2250 5.5 1.9 1750

6.0 2.4 3650 6.0 3.0 3650

6.5 3.8 4800 6.5 4.0 2500

7.u 4.4 4500 7.0 4.1 3100

7.5 5.5 4250 7.5 7.4 3900

6. C 5.2 4000 8.0 I ?.6 5000

8.5 7.2 5800 8.51 I'[ 6.3 4850

14
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Table 2 6512-02

kv in. h$ ua couloubs/k$

5.0 2.4 1.0 610

5.5 2.7 1200

6.0 2.5 1300

6.5 4.1 1900

7.0 4.9 2300

7.5 5.7 2550

8.0 9.0 3600

8.5 11.0 4700

15



* In addition several runs were made with stainless steel

capillary needles, 0.008 by 0.004 in. utilizing glycerol-Nal. The following

observations are made:

a. Higher Q/M ratios are obtained in comparison with

the standard platinum needle.

b. Greater etching of the steel needles occurs.

c. The 0.008 x 0.004 steel needles appear to arc

and discharge more often than the larger Pt

needles.a

d. The stability of current flow is greater with
use of the Pt needle compared to the steel needle.

Finally an 0.014 by 0.004 Pt needle was generated with

a 90 degree I.D. tip. Although initial performance for 8 hours gave excellent

results, after a continuous run of an additional 12 hours, the needle efficiency

dropped and a glow was observed at the needle tip. Considerable ion emission

was measured.

Microscopic examination revealed severe erosion of the

capillary inside diameter rim. Normally this does not occur with a standard

needle. It was decided to stop further testing with the 90 degree iuternal

tip and to continue tests with the standard internal bevel tip.

4) Run 6604-09

A standard 0.014 by 0.004 polished beveled tip needle using

glycerol-NaI, resistivity 4700 ohm cm, was put into operation. It was

consistent and stable. It was allowed to run over the weekend unattended. I
During this time a ballast tube in the regulated power supply shorted out.

Although the needle potential was fixed at 5 kv on a Friday, the potential

r:ead 8 kv on Monday and the needle tip was glowing. The voltage was dropped

and the following data obtained using a 0.125 in. extractor aperture;,

4
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V
xtr -300 volt.

V spr -9 volts

Vcoe +45 volts
Vscreen +22 volts

Pie No. p' VN j Q/-

_ _ _KV UsC/

1 5 4.5 7 2800

2 5 5.7 15.5 6100

3 10 4.5 7.5 2100

4 10 5.7 18.5 5200

5 2.5 5.7 14.5 11000

6 2.5 4.5 5.7 4350

Figure 6 is a photograph of the T.O.F. traces produced at

5.7 kv and a number of pressures. The efficiencies are above 75 percent.

5. Run 6604-11

The sm needle and fluid as used ir the previous run,

6604-09, was remounted to look into an 0.093 in. diameter extractor

aperture which is the am geometry ured in the 60 nuedle module. The

results are listed below

Vi

Vxtr -300 volts

V5ft -~9 volt.

cone +22 volts
VscrQon +22 volts
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v 5.7 KV

P 2.5" iNg
Trace A Ii• 14.5 ma WM• 11.000

Sweep 5 oses/ c/kg

2 ymanl/

vN 5.7 KV

Trace B P 5.0" HS

1, 15.5 ma Q-N. 6100
Swoop 5 isseeml c/kg

2 Umps/

vN 5.7 Kv

P 10.0" HS
Trace C L 18.5 . Q/M- 5200

Sweep 5 ucck/ elk4
2 umpe/rI

tor Distance 10 cm

Figure 6. Sitnle Needle T.O.F. 6604-09,
0.125 in. DImmter Extractor
Aper ture.

1
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U N
PFic No. p Isv V I NQ/

I kV Fi

1 2.5 4.5 6.75 5200

2 2.5 5.7 15.0 13,500
3 5.0 4.5 9.25 4950 4

4 5.0 5.7 18.5 8800

5 1C.0 4.5 9.75 2300

6 10.0 5.7 23.0 5150

Figure 7 is a photograph of T.O.F. traces produced at 5.7

kv looking into an 0.093 extractor aperture at a mmber of pressures. It

will be observed that efficiencies af the 0.093 extracto; aperture geometry

are *oumbat lover than the 0.125 geometry, average charge/mass sonwhat

greater. Although both aperture geometries are in use, the 0.125 size is

considered a more conservative choice and therefore preferrable at least

for an ensmble of needles.

6 Single Needle Test 6605-02

A single platinum needle 0.0014 x 0.004 inches vas sealed

to the end of a glass tube and mounted within the 4 x 8 foot vacuum chamber.

The propellant was Nal-glycerol, 0 - 4650 obm ca. The fluid pressure was

eight inches of Eg. The needle potential was six kv with a negative 300

volts on the etractor. The needle was permitted to run for 120 hours

-vith no change in parmeters. It was then terminated for a photomacrographic

examination. The singic aee.. c"Lant aveaged out at 24 imcromperes.S1-9
The measured moo flow rate van 3.7 x 10 Xg/sec. This led to a calculated

average charge/mass ratio of 6500 coulcabs/kg. A flat T.O.F. col.ector

100 ca downstream was used to obtain T.O.F. traces. Hoverer the poor j
electronics coupled with the 30 Anch diameter collector surface made meaningful

efficiency results difficult to obtain. Since the goal in this run was to

observe needle surface degradatior, no attention was given to the charge/piass

distribution.
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04'

VN 5.7 KV
p 2.5,,lg

Trace D IN 15 ipa

Sweep 5 Pasco/
2 pampa/

VN 5.7 KV

p 5.o"ag

Trace E IN 18.5 pa
Sweep 5 Pasco/-,2 ampas/-/
VN 5.7 XV

p lO.O"Mg H
Trace F 1N 23.0 p a

Sveep 5 pcs/ee,
2 p amps/

Collector Distance 10 ca[

Figure 7. Single Needle T.O.F. 6604-11,
0.093 in. Diameter Extractor
Aperture.
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Figure 8 is a reproduction of a photomicrograph made at

C 1001 magnificatiou after the 120 hour run. It should be observed that

neither the interior bevel nor the needle tip show noticeable damage or

wear. The uneven nature of the I.D., 0.004 inch, is interesting. Figure

9 of the same needle at 40OX is of interest when contemplating a zero "S"

surface tension feed system. The rough hump ot the bevel set up in the

coining operation used to generate the needle tip would impede or stop

the propellant flow in a surface tension feed system.

7. Single Needle Test 6605-05

A single needle was mounted in the 4 inch Veeco station

with a number of goals. These include the obtaining of beam current and

average charge/mass ratio as a function of needle potential and feed

pressure and the start of a life test. A four inch radius T.O.F.

spherical collector was used to obtain meaningful T.O.F. traces. After

the initial data was obtained the needle continued to operate at fixed

values of needle voltage and propellant fuel pressure. The needle

potential was held at 5.5 kv the fluid feed pressure was 5" Hg. The

extractor was held at a negative 300 volts.

The test was terminated after 164 hours. During the

last 24 hours of the run, it was observed that the needle current was

fluctuating 10 percent and that the ion content in the beam had increased

somewhat as shown on the T.O.F. traces. Some inquiry soon established

the fact that the needle had run dry of propellant after approximately

100 hours of operation. For a period of hours (about 12) the needle

had been running oa air. Without turning the system off, the needle was

refilled with propellant and run an additional 48 hours. When this fact

was called to the attention of the program manager, the test was terainated

and the needle inspected. A sharp beaded rim was observed along a small

p,'rtion of the needle tip. Soew repreaentati:• T.O.F. traces were then

transforred to IBM cards and released to the computer program for analysis.

Section IX discusses this program. During the iitial 100 hours the

needle current averaged a steady 13 microamperes, the efficiency was 77

percent, the average Q14 ratio was 2600 coulombs!kiio*rjm. After the

needle %as refilleZ (damaged rim) the efficiency drcppec tc 68 percent,

the average chiarge/mass rose to 3800 coulombs/kflagrau with a needle

-ii



Figure 8. Needle Profile 1001.

iItl I f

Figure 9. Seedle Detail .40OX.
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current fluctuating Oetveun 14 tf. 16 micro uperes. On the other hand during

the last bou.-s of operation the efficiency could be increased to 81 percent

by loweriq the neeame potential to 4.5 kv. The current was 12 microamperes,

the average charge/mass 3800 coulombs/kilogrm with the lowered needle potential. f
Evidently the damage experienced by the needle in the flow

discharge incurred by passage of air through the high potential capillary

erodod tbe tip sufficiently to produce a low efficiency distribution (68 per-

cent) after refilling. Of significant importance was the abi.L.ty to improve I
the performance by decreajing the needle potential froL 5.5 kv tc ',.5 kv in

spite of the dais2ed tip.

B. Physical Properties Measurements.

The ph.ysical properties of teat liquids are now being measured

as a regular part of the test proirau. The properties measured include

viscosity, Purface tension and Aaensly am well a" he usual resistivity

measurements. For the sodium Iodide-doped glycerol normally used in

charSe' droplet experiments (3 go NaI:l0 al C3 08 ' the following para-

meters have been r..ýasured for a typical batch s- :-)*C; resistivity -

4650 ohm-ca, surface tmnsion - 72.7 dyne-cm, secific gravity - 1.44,

viecos,.ty - 1260 centistoku. By way of conparison, the values measured

for pure Baker Reagent Grade Glycerol w e 2 x 106 ohm-cm, 66.5 dyne-cm,

1.261 and 850.7 centistokes respectively.

C. ew $olutions

1) Sodium Ethylate Doping

Although nverified the possibility exists for a glycerol-

Nal mixture -a .plit apart in t e spreving process leaving a negative iodine

Ion at the needle tip which would Elan become a neutral atom. With this in

mind sodium ethylate was tried as a doping agent in s cotcentatlion of 11.84

&raw to 450 a- glycerol. The chemical formula for sodium etaylat, is

C H ON&. Should splittine occur te C 2H 0 negative ion is soluble 'n
2 5 2 5glycerol. T.e physical properties of the solution were respectively

23



3470 ohm cm, 63.5 dyne-ca surface tension, 1.260 specific gravity, 1316.4

centistokes visosity. Table 3 lists the single needle time of flight

results obtained vith the solution using a 1/8" aperture extractor plate.

Feed pressure of the ordi4 of 10 to 30 '%g were required to achieve

steady operation.

The results indicated, by comparison with Mal doped

glycerol, low charge to mass ratios (1000 or loes), hih thz,,sts (8 to

20 aicropounds per needle) and biam efficiencies of the order to 75 to

801.

2) Reduction of Surface Tension

The influence of surface t-nsion on beam paramtera vas

also investigated. Ten drops of Dovfax 9N- urfactant added to 450 al of

the ethylate solution reduced the surface tension to 34.6 dyn.-ci. vfth-out

neasurable affecting the other parmeters. T-')1e 4 lists the single

needlt results subsequently obtained. The results iodic~ted a lowering

of efficiency and charge to mass r.zio, & rela! 4vely unstable oema and no

apparent beneficial results due to the lowered surface tension.



TABLE 3 Run 6605-08 Sodium ltbylatei- d Glycerol

Run Veltag. Preasure ri Q/H aMes Flow I Thrust Needleup

IV NIgI % Coul/Kg /us/ce set i/lbe current
x 10 11 Ems

1 6.2 30 80.2 386 .386 200 17.1 15

2 7.0 75.6 578 .371 252 21.2 22

3 8.0 78.9 1062 .273 373 22.2 29

4 7.5 74.4 842 .286 313 20.5 25

5 5.5 80.2 306 .394 167 14.6 12

6 5.5 78.3 475 .242 206 11.0 11.5

7 6.2 79.2 771 .197 281 12.3 15.25

8 7.0 76.7 663 •.316 272 18.9 21.0

9 5.5 15 78.7 536 .206 220 9.95 11.0

10 6,2 4 80.5 749 .203 219 12.5 15.25B3

11 5,5 10 79.2 C27 .1(7 238 8.8 10.5

TABLE 4 - Run 6606-02 Sodium Ethtlate-Doped Glycerol + Dowfax 9N9

1 6.2 30 71.2 373 .214 185 8.8 8

2 7.0 74.3 344 .348 193 14.8 12

3 8.0 70.3 525 .286 248 15.7 15

4 7.5 Nor 79.3 614 .212 275 12.9 13

5 -X3 30 73.7 248 .211 155 7.21 6

6 5.5 20 72.5 424 .094 187 3.91

25
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3) N&OH + Glycerol

A solution of 2.16 gas of MOH in 270 ml glycerine produced

the single needle results shown in Table 5. The solution parameters were 7215

ohm ca resistivity, 66.4 dyne-cm surface tension, 1.255 specific gravity, 1023.6

centistokes viscosity.

The time of flight results (Table 5) vere characterized

by low charge to mass ratios, high bean efficiencies, thrusts as high as

17 micropounds for a single needle.

TABLE 5 - Run 6606-04 Sodium Hydroxide-Doped Glycerol

Run Voltage Pressure n Q/M Mass Flow I Thrust Needlst
ap

KV "g Coul/Kg Kg'/sec sac u/lbs currer,1%
x l0"7 u am~.jI -

1 6 5 80.3 427 .664 207 2.94 2.75

2 7 76.3 530 .753 243 4.04 4.0

3 8 74.7 856 .614 326 4.41 5.25

4 9 72.9 946 .690 359 5.43 6.5

5 10 76.0 1009 .770 399 6.78 7.75

6 10 89.2 157 .770 132 1.21 2.25

7 7 81.5 295 1.27 187 5.25 3.75

8 8j 73.9 516 1.02 252 5.65 5.25

9 9 69.9 770 1.01 317 7.05 7.75
10 10 70.0 871 1.10 356 8.60 9.5

11 6 20 95.5 " 102 3.17 110 7.75 3.25

12 7 85.6 190 2.50 154 8.46 4.75

13 8 79.6 297 2.18 198 9.55 5.5

14 9 77.3 397 2.21 240 11.7 8.75

15 10 75.2 542 2.12 291 13.6 11.5

16 6 30 90.0 114 4.4 113 11.0 5.0

17 7 | 85.5 188 3.06 153 10.3 5.75
S18 8 83.7 216 3.28 173 12.6 7.1

19 9 79.9 301 3.08 212 14.4 9.25

20 10 77.8 372 3.16 245 17.1 11.75

21 6 20 "83.5 264 1.22 166 4.52 3.25

22 7 30 82.1 283 2.03 184 8.25 5.75

23 9 30 77.1 545 1.70 280 10.5 9.25

26
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IV MODULE DEVELOPMENT

The following section will describe a number of experiments performed

with an ensemble of capillary needles. At present two modules have been

constructed and are in use. One module can hold up to 37 needles in a

hexagonal. Each needle is spaced 0.25 in. from an adjacent needle. The

greatest distance between end needles is 1.5 inches. The 61 needles module

covere the same area. Normally the full complement of needles are not

used in a run due to the loading of the pumping station.

A. Six Needle Ensemble

1) Runs 6512-09, 10, 11

A 36 needle module containing six Pt needles and utilizing

glycerol-NaI as a propellant fluid was tested in a 4 x 8 foot tank. Following

a period of instability, fluctuations in current and efficiency, a run was

made which started December 22 and terminated on December 28, 1965. The

module was operated "full blast" for eight hours on December 22 and then

throttled demn. The "down" procedure was a decrease in the mass flow rate

and needl,1, potential so that the beam current dropped to 201 of its full

value. Since the beam current for the six needles was normally 30-40

microamperes, the down current averaged 7 microamperes. Monday, December

27, 1965 the module was turned up full again and cperated continuously

for the next 32 hours. The test was then terminated in order to examine the

needle tips.

A summary for the performance of the six needles follows:

a. I - 4000 seconds
sp

b. V-6KV

C. I - 40 microamperes

d. T - 2.74 micropounds

e. P - 0.24 watts

f. P/T - 87.5 KW/pound

The P/T ratio does not contain the efficiency of the

distribution. From T.O.F. data this is estimated to be better than 75

percent. The peak distribution of the Q/M ratio wac 130,000 coulombs/kg.
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An attempt was made to lower this astronomical figure by decreasing the ex-

traction potential and increasing the mass flow rate. However the module

seemed to prefer, in terms of stability, the high charge/mass peak. The needles

used for this run were freshly prepared i.. thin rim capillary Pt tube, 0.014 by

0.008 inch, stuffed with Pt wire. The resistivity of the glycerol-NaI solution

was Rj 5700 ohm cm. It was noted however that in transferring the glycerol "under

vacuumi" to the m3dule reservoir a large nimber of gas bubbles entered the fluid.

At the conclusion of this run, the needles were examined. All of them contained

polym.rri•ed glycerol arouad the rims of the tubes. In spite of this surprising

turn ý.f events, operation was smoother than usual.

2) Run 6601-01

Six stuffed needles (0.014 by 0.008 inch) were used in the

module for a three hour run with 5100 ohm cm Nal. Q/M peaks in excess of 10,C00

coulombs/kg with total currents from 50-60 microamperes were obtained. Efficiencies

are eatimated as greater than 70 percent as obtained from T.O.F. traces.

Examiuation of the needles following this brief run showed them to be clean.

3) Run 6601-03

The second six needle run (sane needles as previous run)

was made with H2 SO4 instead of NaI. The resistivity at 250C was 1740 ohm cm.

This run was permitted to proceed for 94.25 hours continuously and at "full

blast". It was terminated only out of boredom. During this test the shield,

just downstream of the extractor, was temperature monitored with a thermocouple.

With the LN2 cold wall in operation, the shield and very liki-ly the module

dropped from 21.75*C at the run start to 15C 3.25 hours later. Total currents

of approximately 80 microamperes were obtained with Q/M peaks running from

4000 to 900n coulombs/kilogram. Ffficiencies were 75% or better. Once again

it was observed that glycerol-NaI beam currents are more uniform than beams

emitted from glycerol-H2So 4.

28
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4) Run 6601-06

This was the first run made with the new high density

module. This module, identical in size vith the standard module, has provisions

for higaer density needle packing. Although only six needles were used,

this module is capable of containing 61 needles in contrast to the 37 needles

of the standaid module. The module used with 5100 ohm cm NaI (as in test

6601-01) appeared to operate satisfactorily although Q/M peaks >100,000 C/Kg

were obtained. The same fluid was then tried out on a single needle and

observed to have the same very high ion content. It was concluded that the

new module could be used.

5) Run 6601-11

The high density module containing six needles and 4690

ohm cm NaI was allowed to run continuously for three days and throttled

operation for two nights. Q/M peaks were held to 4000 coulombs/kg. A

range of currents extending from 60 microamperes to 100 microampere beams

was obtained by manipulating needle voltage and feed pressure.

6) Run 6603-01

A run extending over a period of 72 hours was made with

the low density module containing six needles, 0.014 by 0.004 in. The

propellant used was glycerol-Nal, p ; 4700 ohm cm. Figure 2 is a graph

of thrust (micropounds) vs beam current (microamperes). The needle

potential was varied between five kilovolts and seven and one half kilovolts.

The average slope is approximately 0.4 micropounds per 1.0 microamperes.

This figure of merit does not include either the mass flow rate efficiency

or beam divergence effect.

Figure 3 represents the same data for which thrust

is plotted against the Isp. Also shown on this graph are the lqnpotential

lines.

7) Run 6605-07

This run was made with the low density module facing an

8 inch radius T.O.F. spherical collector. Six needles were mounted in the first

29
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4. ring of the 37 needle module. The capillary tube potential was held at

5 kv, the extractor at a negative 300 volts and the fluid pressure at 2

inches HS. The glycerol-Nal propellant has a resistivity of 4650 ohs ca.

T.O.F. traces were taken every hour of the working day. On evenings and

weekends, the six needle nodule ran unattended. No cryogenic wall was

used, the tank pressure held at 8 x 10-6 torr. No attempt was made to

hold the module temperature constant. The temperature (21.5C) was

measured at various times during the run and was found to be r-.etant

within a few tenths of a degree. The fluid pressure, 2" Hg, was

dependent upon the atmospheric pressure and could therefore vary a few

percent.

The run was operated for a total of 172 hours of

continuous duty with 169 hours at the parameter given above. The run was

then terminated in order to initiate a new run with a full complement of 37 needles.

The needles showed no wear. However some staining was observed on the side

of the needles. In addition the extractor electrode was heavily wetted with

a deposit of condensed glycerol. No extractor current was observed (< 0.1

microampere). Eleven representative T.O.F. traces taken at the start and

conclusion of each working day were placed into the computer program for

analysis and are listing in the table following. The column marked T isc
the thrust incident upon the collector surface. ET is the total thrust

ratioed from T using needle current.
C
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82 ulbs sc oulombs/ ;lbs ualulb
i kiloitram

5-24 1200 90 82 6.86 708 5861 24 3.75

5-24 1700 86 73 5.42 701 6485 20.5 4.20

5-25 0830 85 40 7.07 .12 3946 27 3.15

5-25 1700 69 79 5.45 556 3786 22.4 3.08

5-26 0830 76 80 5.49 573 3944 24.4 3.11

5-26 1700 65 78 5.34 502 3125 23.3 2.84

5-27 0830 79 78 4.37 563 3921 25.0 3.16

5-27 1700 70 79 4.91 560 3799 22.8 3.07

5-29 0830 84 74 6.36 511 3390 28 3.00

5-31 0900 80 76 6.90 381 1641 36.6 2.19

5-31 1300 68 80 4.79 470 2630 26.5 2.56

The results for the most part are reasonably encouraging.

However runs of such longer duration will be necessary if changes with time

are to be made apparent. The specific impulse and thrust columns are corrected

for efficiency loss. The current per unit thrust gives an average value of

3.1 microamperes per micropound.

B. Beam Profile

A high density module containing six needles and using 4690 ohm

cm glycerol-Nal was permitted to operate continuously with no throttling

for 100 hours (6601-12).

A 0.75" diameter shielded probe with a suppressor grid held at

a negative 45 volts at a nominal center line distance of 18 cm from the module

was used to explore the listribution of current emitted. Figure 10 shows the

geometry of the experiment. The probe was centered with respect to the module.

It was then pulled out in increments of 0.75 inches. Only the probe collector

current was used for calculations in order to avoid secotmdary emission effects

from other portions of the probe structure.

3
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PRIOK GEOMETRY HIGH DENSITY MODULE,

6 NEEDLES 3/16 INCH SPACING, 2 NEEDLES SHOWN

OWN 6601-12, 1/24/66

- Is cm-

*1

Figure 1u. Probe Geometry.

PERCENTAGE CURRtNT IKCLUDED WITHIN HALF ANGLE 0

0 5.5 KV
X 6.0 KV

* 6.5 KV
I-••77.0 K~v 2" H

.0 -. 0 0

0.8 0.8

x a
xx

0.6 0.6

0

xJ.4 x 0.4 0

x

*0.2 0.2

24 " 0 60 180 240 30.

Figure d1. Probe Results I" and 2"
Feed 1-resmurt.
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The probe currenL at each half angle setting 0 was then uiltiplied

by the total anular area corresponding to the position of the sampling probe.

For each needle voltage value and feed pressure a normalizee current was

obtained for the total field. The normalized current percentage I was then

plotted against the half angle position of the probe. Figure 11 contains the

data for 1-inch Hg feed pressure and 2-inches of 4g feed pressure. To help

interpreting the graphs consider the 1-inch Hg feed pressure. At an extractor

voltage of 6 KV, 75 percent of the total current emitted from the 6 nredles

is contained within a half angle of 12 degrees or a total cone of 24 degrees

However at extraction voltage of either 5.5 or 7.0 KV, 100 percent of the

emitted current is contained within a half angle of 12 degrees. The worst case

is shown in Figure 12 for 4-inches of Hg feed pressure. At 6.5 KV the beam

profile extends to 32.5 degrees half angle. The data obtained with 3 inches

r*:d 4 inches of propellant pressure ar- shown in Figure 12.

C. 60 Needle Module

A number of runs have been made with the 60 needle module and

glycerol-Nal (approximately 4700 ohm cm). At the present time the performance

of the 60 needle module is undistinguished due to the arcing at currents

greater than 300 microamperes. A great deal of attention is being given

to this problem. It should be noted that single needles do operate with

similar geometry and regularly produce bet'een 10 - 15 microamperes with

little or no arcing. During one of the experiments mctioned above, the

module was operated at 700 microamperes for about an hour. During this

time severe intermittent arcing was observed. However a microscopic

examination of the needles after the run showed no damage to the 60 needles.

During the run, the room was darkened in order to obser.e the relatively

sharp ewergert besm. In addition the collection volume bounded by the

cold walls was found to emit light in a manner reiniscent of the 100

kv runs.
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Figure 13 is a photograph of three T.O.F. traces made during

ru 6604-08. System parameters are listed below-

VN 5 kv

P 0. 1 inches Hg

90 microauperea

Collector distance 100 cm

Trace A 50 microseconds/cm,
5 microamps/cm

B 5 microseconds/cm,
5 microamps/cm

C 2 microseconds/cm,
5 microamps/cm

It will be noted that the initial flat portion of the curve is 13

microseconds in duration. A charge/mass ratio of 590,000 coulombs/kilogram

results. The slowest arrival time is 190 microseconds or 2800 coulombs/kilogram.

Since the T.O.F. collector is flat rather than spherical a difference of 12

percent is possible in q/m determination for a particle arriving on axis over

the seime particle striking the periphery of the collector. Trace B also shows

a second ion sv!ecies is present. Two molecules of glycerol with a single posi-

tive charge produce a charge/mass ratio of 520,000 coulomb6,kilogram. It is

not possible at this time to identify the ion peaks obtained as two molecules

of glycerol. About 42? of the bear -urrent is producea by the ion for this

particular run. Add.tiona! data concerning the high density module will be

found below and in Section VI.

D. Gas Analyzer

The formation of H2 and CO other than glycerol vapor as principal

causes of pressure rise during thrustor opcration is discussed here. it

should be stresse,' that these two gases appear to be the principal offeaders

in the mass ange frem I to 70 amu.

A quadrup.:le gs ^n lyzer was mounted through a port and extended

directly into the vacr'm tank. For this run, scanning was electronic and

read out by r ins cr a Var-An -corder.
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v N 5. 0 K.'V

P 0"?Hg

Trace A IN 90 isa
Sweep 50 I.Lsecs/

5. 0 pamps/

Trace B Sweep 5.0 p&secs/
5.0 gamps/

Trace C Sweep 2s.0 jsecs/
5.0 Aamps/



Prior to turning on the colloid boeo, the tank pressure was

2 10- torr, LN cold wail in operation. The mean peak. were 18 (water
2

vapor) and 44 (CO2 ) and were emitted from the analyzer walls. This was

shown by the drop in chamber pressure from I x 10-5 tort to 2 x 10-7

tort when LN was pumped into the cold wall. During this time .he two

peaks remained nearly coustant. Only a trace of 28 (CO) was present and

no H2 w&s detected. With the multimolecular beam on, the chamber pressure

roue to 2 x 10-5 torr. The dominant gases of 28 (CO) and H2 were now

observed.

The gao analyzer has two ranges extended I om i to 4 amru and

5 to 70 amu. Th:.e seasitivities oL these two range, diffcz. The ratio of

part4.a. pressures could not be determitied from peak heights during this

run.
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RUN 6603-07 60 Needle Module t % 4700 ohm ca
3-29-66 Module Temp. 25C Glycerol-NaI

GAS ANALYSIS DATA
Mass Range
5-70 amu

Time P V.N 'N Chamber p 1-4 amu 18(a) 28(b) 44(c) Time

"Hg kv torr H2 Peak

13:40 0 0 0 3xlO-7 0 7.7 0.3 2.6 13;40

14:06 0 0 0 2xlO-7 0 6.7 0.2 1o9 14:06

:•14:40 1.0 6.0 500 1.6xlO- 0.5 3.4 7.8 ~.9 14:35

-5

-5

-•-15:15 1.0 6.5 650 i. 7xlO- 0.8 1.9 8,0 0.5 15:20

15:25 1.0 6.5 650 1.5x10 5  0.7 1.7 7-9 15;30

-615:32 0.5 6.5 405 9..o o- 0.4 1.3 5.2 0.3 15:6&Li -5
15:50 0.5 7.0 460 l.0x10 5  0.4 1.4 6.3 0.8 15:5.3

tc
___ 500

116:00 2.0 16.0 650 1.9xo-5  0.8 1.0 8.4 1.2 16:15

* Full Scale 10

(a) 18 peak most likely water vapor

(b) 28 peak most likely 4O0 with the possibility of nitrogen

- (c) 44 peak probably CO2

Many minor peaks appeared once the beam was turned on. These occured

at 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 22, 26 and 40 amu. No peaks were evident between 44

and 70 amu.
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V. 100 IV POST ACCELEUATION

A. lBi Voltame Testing

Notwithstanding the fact that post acceleration of a heavy

particle beas is necessary to obtain specific impulses above 1000 seconds,

only the first quarter of the year was given over to the relatively new and

difficult task. The initial work on 100 kv acceleration was based upon

obtaining an I of 2000 seconds when a Q/M ratio of 2C00 coulombs/kilogram
sp

beam was available. Recent work indicates that a higher Q/M ratio may be

realized. Thus a beam with an average charge/mass ratio of 4000 coulombs/

kilogram demands an acceleration of 50 kv in order to maintain the I at
sp

2000 seconds. A discussion of the trade-offs will be found in Section X.

At the start of the present contract, 15 July 1965, the maximum

duration of a 100 kv run was two hours. Accel drain currents and X-ray

emission were present even in a dry system, i.e. with no propellant delivered

to the needles. A considerable improvement was made in the present program by

replacing the teflon support rods between the accel-decel electrode system,

operating at a negative 15 kv and the positive 100 kv module electrode

with stainless steel supports extending from a ground potential region to

the ground potential decel electrode. Arcing and discharges were eliminated

in the dry syste.. with this charge. Following this change in support geometry,

four higL voltage runs were made within a six inch pumping station. The

duration if these runs extended from a two hour run to a five hour run.

Common to all of these runs was the rise in chamber pressure
-6

from 1 x 10 torr or lower just preceding droplet emission to a final pressure

at termination of 2 x 10-4 torr. The emission of x-radiation followed this

pressure change. When the 100 kv supply was turned off, the pressure dropped by

a factor of ten immediately. The ability to increase the duration of the high

voltage runs to two hours and greater made it possible to obtain more reliable

data and to begin removing superfluous or redundant elements such as shields or

electrodes from the system.
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The ability to obtain 100 kv runs exceeding two hours as a

routine matter in the six inch pumping station had greatly encouraged the

colloid group and permitted a certain amount of optimism to prevail. During

the period of time from October 4 to October 26, 1965, 9 runs were made at

needle voltages of 100 kv and beam currents in excess of 100 microamperes.

The final run described below was terminated after running continuously

for eight hours. An average charge/mass ratio of • 500 coulombs/kilogram

was determined for each run from mass flow rate measurements. This rather

low value together with modest beam currents averaging 125 microamperes

should be compared with the 100 hour module test (no acceleration) which pro-

duced a beam of 260 microamperes at 2000 coulombs/kilogram under similar

extraction conditions prior to the present contract. The same 36 capillary

needles and been used continuously since March 1965. With the exception

of cleaning operations the needles have been untouched. During this period,

the thin rim needles have gradually been rounded.off as demonstrated by

examination with a microscope. By reworking the needle tips or generating new

thin rims it was expected that both Q/M and beam current wculd be appreciably

increased. This was verified by the subsequent work described in Section III

and IV. It should be further kept in mind that all of the work described in

this section was performed using a glycerol-H2 SO4 propellant. This mixture

produces a lower beam current and average charge/mass ratio than glycerol-

NaI.

The nine runs are listed below. The module temperature was

obtained immediately following the run termination by means of a thermo-

couple immersed in the fluid feed tube and situated just back of the module.

The fluid used had a resistivity at room temperature of t 2000-2500 ohm cm.

The resistivities tabulated were measured at the conclusion of each run.

The last column called "Geometry" identifies the downstream collection volume

and is discussed further along in this section.
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Date No. Life Hours Tmp 0C Resistivity Geometry

Oct. 4 6510-01 4.25 51 400 ohm cm hot wall collector

7 6510-02 3.0 62 325 hot wall + nose cone

8 6510-03 2.75 40 705 cold wall

12 6510-04 3.0 40 705 cold wall + nose cone

13 6510-05 4.0 40 1400 cold wall + bffl

18 6510-06 3.5 48,8 630 cold wall + new baffle

19 6510-07 4.0 49 610 cold wall + new baffle

22 6510-08 7.0 57.5 355 cold wall + new baffle

+ reservoir

26 6510-09 8.0 63 340 cold wall + new baffle

+ reservoir

The last two runs were made under nearly identical conditions

with two exceptions. Run 08 of duration 7 hours, had a vacuum reservoir mounted

within the high voltage two foot diameter sphere. This reservoir was used to

decrease the mass flow rate of fluid propellant in order to keep the beam current

relatively constant. This was accomplished by bleeding off the initial 3 inches

of Hg air pressure forcing propellant through the capillary needles. When the

vacuum reservoir and fluid pressure become equal after seven hours, the run

was voluntarily terminated. The need for the mass flow rate and hence forcing

pressure control was evident from previous runs by the increase in A with time

which was occurring because of the rise in temperature of the module. This rise

in temperature may be due to electron bombardment and/or an electrolytic reaction

in the fluid, a matter to be investigated and a solution to the problem found.

The capacity of the vacuum reservoir was doubled for run 09.

In addition, two adjacent electron structures, the focus electrode at 100 KV

and the "accel" electrode at ground potential were not cleaned and polished P
(for the first time) but reinserted "dirty" for rut '9. The run was terminated
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voluntarily after 8 hours, some arcing during the last hour and a certain

amount of operator fatigue. The average mass flow rate appeared to be ý 4
1 x 10-7 Kg/sec. Using a conservative value of beam current of 125 x 10-6

amperes gave an average Q/M value of 800 coulombs/kilogram.

Figure 14 is a graph showing the pressure in the vacuum chamber

and the radiation measured 16 inches distant from the center of the needles

to the center axis of the radiation chamber as a function of time. The

avrows indica-2 the times at which the forcing air pressure upon the fluid

was changed in order to keep the beam current relatively constant.

Figure 15 is a plot of the supply current, Isupply' and the

beam current Ineedle as a function of time. Arrows again indicate the

times at which the forcing pressure was changed. Attention is called to the

relative flatness of all of the curves as a function of time. Similar

curves generated previously had shown a continuous increase for all values

with time whether current, pressure or radiation.

B. High Voltage Conditioning

The high voltage thrustor system was always conditioned dry,

that is with no propellant fluid permitted to enter the capillary needles.

The conditioning procedure consisted of raising the needles and focus

electrode to 125 KV with the extractor plate 5 KV below this. With LN2

in the cold wall, the needles were then lowered to 115 KV with the extractor

at 100 KV. At this stage there should be no accel drain, K 0.5 Va, no

visible glow or discharge of the electrode structures in darkness, and

zero X-radiation < 0.5 MR/Hr. With these conditions met, voltages were

lowered to operating levels, 100 KV on needles, 95 KV on extractor and

propellant was introduced to the needles.

In arriving at these criteria for proper conditioning of

zero accel current, zero flow, and zero X-radiation, three rather

interesting modes were observed.
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Mode 1. This moae is described above. It is a surprisingly

( stable mode. Chamber pressures may be varied from 2 x 10-7 torr up to 5 x
-410, without disturbing the three zero levels. Indeed the pressure can

even be raised to the - raage (with voltage off) and then lowered again

to the 10-6 torr range by pumping and still remain in the Mode 1. Once Mode

1 to obtained, the cold wall may be warmed u. to room temperature without

leaving Mode 1.

Mode 2. This mode is also steady and is obtained in a

dry state. With the high voltages described above but no LN2 in the cold

wall the following conditions are observed; an accel drain of % 5.0 pa

seemingly consisting of an electrode current from the grounded accel to the

positive high voltage region or positive ions returning to the accel from

the high voltage electrodes, a steady glow or discharge barely perceptible

in darkness and confined to the region between accel and focus electrode

accompanies the current drain, and finally an X-ray emission of 500 - 1000

MR/Hr as monitored 16" distant. This mode has been observed to run stably

for hours and seemingly has no time limit. However should the pressure be

raised sufficiently > 5 x 10-4 torr, a visible glow discharge will occur

with subsequent breakdown and high radiation emission > 2500 MR/Hr.

Mode 3. This mode oscillates stably between I and 2. The

period of oscillation is several seconds and shifts by itself from 1 to

2 and then extinguiehes back to 1. Accel drain current thus alternates

from zero microamperes to ; 5 microamperes. The glow appears and disappears.

Along these two parameters the X-ray radiation stays in phase.

During a wet run of the thrustor accel drain and X-ray

emission occur but no visible glow. ^he visible glow (in rcom darkness)

appears near the termination of a -un.

C. Whiskers. Oxides, Monomolecular Films, Poisons, Etc.

Some theorizing has resulted in an attempt to explain the above

three modes. Originally it was thought that accel drain current or its

equivalent, a low level visible glow and X-ray emiss!on always accompanied
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100 KV apparatus. It was only because operators o' x-ray or elec'_on

diffraction apparatus never got their heads close evough to observe the

glow and emission that it might be unreported. It is azsumed that the

users of such equipment would turn up the high voltage electrodes leaving

the electron source off and then aonitor drain, visible glow and x-ray

emission. However this may be, the ability to condition our system i

zero current drain, light and x-ray emission stopped this line of

thought.

Discussion in the laboratory then centered upon poisoning

of the accel-focus electrode structures giving rise to Mode 2. In some

unknown fashion either whiskers appeared, oxide coatings, insulating films,

and/or monomolecular layers of hydrocarbons, detergents or silicone pump

oils were deposited upon the seemingly clean polished surfaces. In some

equally mysterious fashion the uurface was purged of these contaminants

and successfully dropped to Mode 1. Mode 3 was not explicable, it only

existed.

For the reasons gi-'en above all high potential surfaces

as we 1 as surfaces adjacent to high voltage r-gions principally the accel

are carefully cleaned and polished before each run. However, following

tný seven hcur run 6510-08, the focus electrode and acce! were removed

and not cleaned or polished. They had visible films on them. All of

Lhe other elements uere cleaned as usual a~d all remaining high voltage

surfaces polished. The system was assembled and an attempt was made to

condition the thrustor into Mode 1 with the poisoned focus cnd accel

electrodes. It was thought that if whiskers, oxides or monomolecular

layers prevent proper high voltage conditioning then certainly these

conditions should be present in the two electrodes untouched after a

seven hour run. The radiation level at the conclusion cf this previous

run had been 300 MR/Hr with an accel drain of 13 microamperes.

it was found that the system wa3 readily conditioned into

Mode 1 with the "dirty" focus-accel electrodes. In fact run 6510-09 then

ran successfully for eight hours. However It did appear Lhat somewhat

more arcing was prevalent thin in the previous seven hour run.
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D. Collection Volume Geometry

Vi) The accel was originally held at a potential of negative

20 KY. It was found experimentally that an appreciable improvement resulted

from holding the accel at a negative 7 KV. This was the lowest potential

for an efficient electron barrier. A less negative potential permitted

electrons to pass into the high voltage region. A more negative potential

drew positive charge from the collection area producing secondary electrons

which would in turn ,jee the hiih voltage electrodes. Finally a more

efficient trap was generated at a negative 1500 volts by an additional

electrode just downstream of the accel-decel configuration which is now

held at ground.

2) The possibility existed that should the primary beam

strike a clean metal surface somewhat mire controllable results would

occur. In order to accomplish this an optically opaque wall was fabricated

-%ich fitted within the LN2 cold whll. This copper collector was then held

at 100C during a run. The beam would strike the hot clean surface give

up its charge and then be scattered to condense on a cold wall with little

energy. This occurred in run 6310-01. The run was relatively good.

However a large amount of copper was sputtered upstream onto all electrodes.

3) A nose cone made of concentric cones was fabricated

in an attempt to prevent scatter to the upstream region. To a first

approximation the beam appears to originate frim a virtual object point.

Little or no improvement resulted.

4) Run 6±.-05 was made wiLh a baffled aperture between

tLe electron trap and cold wa'i collector. This &ppeared to be a cleaner

run tn terms if copper backscatter. lxamir.•ion of the baffle showed

some direct iterception.

5 ) For ruas •5li-06 and cn, ti new baffle aperture

was used which pro-iuced no drect .r'erc~pti:-. .1nd a ninimu:_ amoun: of back-

scatter,



E. Visible Radiation Withia VoluTe Included by Cold Wail and
Koneycomb Collector

Alzhough a visible glow or discharge may ar se between the

focus electrode and the accel either at the termination of a run or in a

Mcle 2 preconditioning period, a gloi, or discharge in the beam can be

observed (in room darkness) from the st:,rt of a run extending from the exit

of the decel electrode and throughout thr ýollection volume. Tnis low

intensity "ow or discharge may be convenieritly observed through a v 4
2wing

port in the cold wall. In order to learn something of the nature of the

emitting gases invol%.-, a monochromator with a photomultiplier detector

was set up to view the light emission. Since the color of th4! light is I'je,

scanning was confined to the spectral reg 4 on between 4000 and 5000 angstroms.

The very 1 ý level of radiation demr...2.J that ; wide slit be used. In this

spectral r i fic. iines or bands wer. obtained centered at the wavelengths

listed

4307

4340

4728

4755

4860

At present the resolution of the monochromator cannot be increa:d

in ordvr to identify the gases involved. I- is inteded to use i mass

spectrometer -or this puipose in the futire. Section IV describes the result3

obtained for a run with no p-,-t acceler'tion.

A Fed Preliminary Cc-niectures Regarding Thrustor Life

SLe c-"'ence hz teer" .ýhtained based upon previous high voltige

runs trat noncondenrzb'- ;ases -av for. "he Irabillty to e-hawust these

gases (i- "ur six inch s'at en) has co-ctributed greatly to the probi ot

lab,ýrat:rv iie testing. LL is anti..:pated that while the zniw tank wi1

iz.rove ?ng *sneed -a.rrai'v * 0 •-oncorndensaoe gas problem will

no: disap?•r .-he use c'. i gas ana.,;. .spe 4rcsctr sould heIp in at



least identifying the culprits. However it may be necessary to have a

differential pumping system using a liquid helium wall for cryogenic

pumping in the vicinity of the high voltage surfaces to alleviate the
problem completely. The expense involved in this could be considerable.
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IV. HEAVY PARTICLE NEUTRALIZATION

Self or autoneutralization of charged ion or heavy particle beam

occurs normally in an earth bound environment. Sufficient secondary

electrons will be emitted in a test vacuum station to permit a plasma to

exist. In addition the ion engine people have developed and demonstrated

the ability to neutralize an ion beam by injacting electrons into the

beam. Until the present effort no work is known in which neutralization

of a heavy particle beam had been accomplished by the injection of

electrons.

A. Immersed Hot Wire Electron Emitter 6602-09

The schematiz 5hotrn in Figure 16 illustrates the

instrumentation for the experiment involving the neutralization of a

heavy particle charged beam of positive particles by means of an irnmersad

hot wire electron emitter. The 67 volt firing voltage neon lamp between

collector and ground acted as a safety precaution. The 22 volt cell

positive bias on the neutralizer was used only for convenience. The

collector potential when floating rose five volts over the neutralizer

bias. It would appear that neutralization of the beam was accomplisied.

Needle potentials from 6.0 to 7.5 kv were applied along with feed pressure

from 1.5 to 2.5 inches Hg. The 60 capillary tubes in a high density

module were 0.014 x 0.004 in. Pt. The glycerol-NaI resistivity was

4700 ohm cm. The heat radiated from the neutralizer filament raised the

module temperature to 29.5%C with no LN 2 in cold walls. An additional

run made with coolant in the cold walls led to essentially the same

resultant degree of beam neutralization.

In the raw data listed below, calibration of the IN meter

shows it to be 10% low; the Ic INeu and IT meters are less than 5% high.
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Figure 16. Schematic, Neutralization( 
Equipment.
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LN2 in both cold walls.

P VN I Ic I IT ixT II V Switch Heater
"g N Ia Ia T PA Ps c Open 0 Setting

"Hg kv •ia la ia ia u ua v Closed C Variac

15 6.0 215 0 220 220 .3 .5 26 0 124

6.0 215 220 0 220 .9 2.5 5 C

6.5 260 0 280 280 .5 1 25 0 125

6.5 260 280 0 280 1 4.5 6 C

7.0 400 0 440 440 1 2.5 29 0 125.5

7.0 400 440 0 440 2,8 4.8 9 C

7.5 510 0 610 610 2 5 27 0 125.5

7.5 510 610 0 610 2.5 3.5 7 C

2.0 6.0 390 0 420 420 1 2.2 28 0 125

6.0 390 420 0 420 1.8 4.8 8 C

6.5 460 0 470 470 1.2 3.5 26 0 125

6.5 460 470 0 470 2.5 6.2 6 C

7.0 610 0 700 70 2 5 27 0 126

7.0 610 700 0 700 4 5 8 C

2.5 6.0 450 0 500 500 1.5 2.5 27 0 127

6.0 450 500 0 500 1.8 5.5 6 C

6.5 550 0 600 600 2 4 28 0 130

6.5 550 600 0 600 4.5 8 6 C

7.0 720 0 800 800 2 5 27 0 130

7.0 720 800 0 800 5 8 6 C

The Variac controlling the temperature of the hot wire neutralizer

was raised until the floating collector potential was at a minimum. Further

increase of the hot wire temperature did not change this minimum.

5
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B. Cesium Plasma Neutralizer

The 60 needle module was tested in a glass enclosed 6 inch

pumping system. The module was operated at 7 kv needle voltage, 1" feed

pressure, 440 microamps and -600 volts extractor potential.

Operatin$ the module in an all glass system provided an
opportunity to visually observe several interesting phenomena. In

particular it was possible to observe

1) Electron bombardment of the needles caused the liquid at the

needle tip to fluoresce a yellow coior.

2) A yellow fluorescence occurred where ions or charged droplets
would strike within the chamber

3) Blue fluorescence due to high energy electron impact at the
rear of the module was observed

4) A diffuse glow under certain conditions of plasma excitation
within the beam was apparent

5) The appearance of discrete jets emanating from needle tips
could be seen

The effect of varying extractor bias would easily be seen.

High negative bias would cause a generalized yellow glow over the extractor

plate.

It is believed this is due to the extractor plate draining ions

from the plasma region just in front of the module since the extractor glow

is uniformly spread rather than having any tendency to correlate with

specific needle locations. The glow also correlated well with the onset

of extractor cu-rent. Reducing extractor voltage to the order to 300 volts

negative or less would first extinguish the extractor glow and then produce

a bright yellow glow in all the needles, quickly followed by high intensity

arcing. The needle glow was obviously the result of glycerol excitation

due to electron bombardment. A low resolution spectrometer indicated that

the wavelength may well be that of the sodium D lines arising from the use

of Nal dopant. At times when spray jets emerging from the needles and the

plasma glow were simultaneously visible it was observed that when the plasma

boundary approached too close to the emergent jets complete breakdown would
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occur. We conclude that quite often an electron-ion plasma exists in front

of the module and that this plasma is capable of initiating breakdown when-

ever a high voltage needle jet approaches its boundary.

While the 60 needle module was in operation an experiment

was performed to prove the feasibility of besm neutralization with a cesium

plasma neutralizer. Brieflv the neutralizer, Figure 17, consists of a

200"C cesium reservoir feeding a 800C hollow cathode. A 4 mil exit

aperture on the hollow cathode is capable of emitting amperes of electrons

along with a small positive cesium ion component to counteract electron

space charge. When operating, the neutralizer does not have to be

dirqctly in the colloid beam since a highly conducting plasma bridges

the gap to the beam. For this part of the run, the module ran at 1.0 ma

of beam current.

The experiment was successful in that a floating collector

followed the neutralizer potential and the neutralizer current equalled

the beam current. Since the neutralizer's low operating temperature

minimized its light output it was also possible to visually observe that

neutralization had very little effect on beam spread. Unfortunately the

cesium supply in the reservoir ran out before more quantitative data could

be recorded.

5
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Figure 17. 60 Needle Module With Cesium
Plasma Neutralizer.
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VII. MATERIALS COMPATIBILITY

An extensive literature search failed to expose any information

on corrosion of metals in contact with glycerine doped with sodium iodide

or sulphuric acid. Manufacturers and processors of glycerine as well

as manufacturers of corrosion resistant metals were contacted to obtain

information and suggestions regarding a method of attack on the problem.

The corrosion properties of metals in water solutions of sodium

iodide or sulphuric acid has been extensively studied and is well docu-

mented over a wide range of Ph, Zemperature, aeration, etc. Metals which

rshow good resistance to water solutions of Nal and H2 So 4 were selected

for corrosion tests in glycerine unde-c the assumption that glycerine solu-

tions would show some similarity to water solutions.

Since corrosion of metals is essentially an electrochemical process

(Ref. 1 Chapter 4) it is natural that various techniques would be devised

to measure the changes in the electrical properties of the system.

Quantitative corrosion measurements can be made by measuring the change

in electrical resistance of a metal in a corroding medium. Since the

electrical resistance of a wire, for example, varies inversely with its

cross-sectional area the resistance of the wire will increase as its dia-

meter becomes smaller. Therefore a piece of wire exposed in a corrosive

solution would show an increase in resistance as it corrodes. The sensi-

tivity oi this method is very good and can be as precise as 0.0001 ail. (2 and 3)

A corrosion measuring apparatus based upon resistance measurements is

marketed under the name "Corrosometer" by the Magna Corp. A masked and

an unmasked sample of the metal under test is placed in a corrosive medium

and connected to a bridge circuit for resistance measurments. A "Corrosometer"

was used to measure the corrosion rates listed in Table 6. The sample to be

tested by this method is prepared as shown in vigure 13 by spotwelding current

and potevtial leads plus a center tap to a thin strip of the metal. Half

of the sample and the leads are masked by a baked on Teflon coating. The

sample was supported by the leads from a• connector mounted n the lid of a

1/2 pirt mason jar, see Figure 19. The connector was sealed to the jar ld
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TO PROTECT METAL FROM CORROSIVE FLUID

Figure 18. Cor•t•.,si.n Study. Schematic.
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with Apiezon wax. The doped glycerine was carefully pyoccesed to remove

water and air. The jar, lid and metal sample, was heated to 150"C

and the freshly processed 50"C doped glycerine poured caref";ly into

the jar. The jar was immediatily sealed (as in cinning food:). By

this process it was hoped to eiiminate moisture and minimize afr

inclusion. Corrosion rates at room temperature on 62 days measurements

are tabulated in Table 6.
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TABLE 6 Materials Corrosion Rates Based on 62 daye Measurements

Glycerine Dopant 2% H2 So4  20% Nil

MATERIAL (Corrosion rate mils per year)__ _ _

Titanurm Commercially Pure Nil Nil

Ti 6 AL 4V < 0.1 Nil

6061 T6 AL 0.4 0.1

M400 Monel Nil Nil,

Inconel 540 .8 (1)

316 SS (2) (2)

Ti 0.15 Pd (2) (2)

Platinum (2) (2)

ti) DLfective spoc ",±ld on samDle

,2) Teat PlAnned
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Vi ~VIII. MhUST M.ASUREMEN(L

A direct measurement of thrust in the millipound region is a simple

matter In theory but rather difficult in practice. It ia possible to

measure the thrustor reaction by mounting it on a platform which may

be part of a pendulum device. Another possibility is for the platform

assembly to torque a bar and then measure the angular deflection. Both

of these general methods are relatively expensive. Because of the low

thrusts involved, the feed system and relatively high voltages necessary

to operate the colloid thrustor the decision was made to monitor the

thrus. or mire accurately the torque produced by the expellent beam

striking a moment arm. This measurement could then be compazed with

the calculated thrust obtained from experimental data.

(1) T=mv but mm i v2 (q/m)='(2

(2) .'. T = i (2V) 1 / 2 (q/m) 1 / 2

All the quantities on the right side of this firal equation can be

obtained from T.O.F. data.

An electromagnetic baliance was considered at first. However its

fragile nature and beam azcengch weighed against its use. A torsion

balance looked attractive and several of these devices have been fabricated,

each time UiLh an improvement.

Figure I is a photograph of a preliminary model of a torsion thrust

balance along side of the 60 needie module. The metal shield surrounding the

thrusc balance has been removid. The honeycomb collector has an exposed area

of 1 square inch and is placed behind a high transparency fine wire screen

grid ,ised for electrostatic shielding. Ihe restoring force torsion wires

are each 2 inches long and have a diatmter of 0.006 inch. lie torsion wires

are held undei: tension and are insilatcL from the frame. This perIPnts

beam curL:It readings to be made from the sa'npled b-am. TLe le-ft side

of the balance beam has an aluminum vane which serves a dual iur~obe.
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It provides damping by virtue of its motion in a magnetic field. Lt Zlzo

I has index markings which along with a stationary cursor, can be read by

means of a telescope situated outside of the vacuum tank. The thrust

balance has been found to be remarkably stable. Means are provided for

scanning the beam with the torsion balance.

Dynamic calibration of the thcust balance is made as follows:

T1 2\ 17FI
T2 2n ý 1 2

2 :K

The period, T1 , of the torsion balance is measured in vacuum without

the damping magnet. I1 is the moment of inertia and K is the torsion constant

of the system. Both of these quantities are unknown although the geouetry of

the wires and mass distributions permit an approximation to be made. If now

two equal known masses are placed known distances apart from the supportirg

wires the incremental moment of inertia I is known. By measuring a new
2

period T2 a second equation is obtained and the torsion constant K is determined.

The thrust balance will be rebuilt several times in order to improve its

performance as experience is gained. For this reason no parameters will be

given at this time.
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IX. COMPUTER PROGRA.M TIME-OF-FLIGHT

A. General

This program is designed to calculate several parameters

which describe a beam of charged particles accelerated through a known

voltage V. The input quantities are dorived from an oscilloscope

trace which records beam current at a given distance d from the current

source as a function of time elapsed aiter turning the source off.

The program inputs are in two for-'z: (a) punched IBM

cards in which the oscilloscope trace coordinates have been digitized in

a form suitable for computation and (b), a set of input parameters

characterizing the experimental conditions for each run. These para-

meters include quantities such as d, V, conversion factors (k, 2.) for

reducing oscilloscope coordinates to actual times and currents, and a

statement of the number of data points appearing on the IBM cards.

B. Specific Requirements

Oscilloscope trace coordinates will be obtained by reading Y

coordinates at regularly spaced intervals AX, starting at X a 0. Thus,

after N intervals the coordinates are specified by (Y, X) - (YN, NAX).

The "ata will appear on IBM cards as number pairs Y, N where Y is a three

digit number and N, which is sequentially numbered from 0 to NAX" is a

two digit number,

Auxiliary data to be supplied with the cards includes:

d - path length (meters)

V - at.lerating potential (volt

k - scale factor to convert Y to microamperes (kY w current)

L - scale factor to convert N to microseconds (ZN - time)

NMAX- maximum value of N for each run (N always begins at N -0)
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The first quantities to be calculated include:

1) 1I -kt 1/2 Yo + r Y ]
N-1

2 max
2) 12 - k2 z NYN

N-i

The final quantities required include:

3) Beam efficiency - - 1 1
2k!0  1 2

4) Mass flow - 4 V 12  x 101 8 kil / d

d
i5) Thrust- = 0-16

d x 10 micropounds

6) Specific impulse - 6se
19.6 12 x 106 seconds

19..62 12

2 Y d
7) Average charge to mass ratio k Y coulombs/kilogramd4 V 1 2 102ouob/lor

8) SMR charge to mass ratio - 1 12
2 x 10 coulombs/kilogram

8 V 12

9) Total current - k Y0 microamperes

10) The values of 1I and 12

11) Tvo graphs are also required. Graph 1 titled "Mass Distribution"

will display

d14 vs Q/M where:
40 d (Q/M)

d Q/ dk 4  V2 N5 (N-Y - YN-l - Ys1 ) x 10-30 (kilogram/second)/

P i (coulombs/kilogram)d 2
12

Q/M - t2 N2 x 10 coulombs/kilogram

2V N6
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Graph 2, title "Curraý vis•r.ibutom." Vill plot di •*-d(Q/[M) ve WK/)

"where dI k 1 2 V N 3 s m0- icroamperes/• • " •dd2 (YN-1I - N+l) z 10rmpee/•

(coulombs/ kilogram)

The final printout should carry a title of the form, "Colloid Tine

of Flight Data Reduction Run No. 66-4-02-29-2 8 KV 4730 ohm/cm NaV"
where the necessary information will be supplied along with the input

data for each run.

i
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C. Time-off-FliSht Auxiliary Data Sheet

RMN NO: V WP [

NEEDE CURRET [I
"EED PREISUR.E

k - iu/a " c iaumps/div.

t - Psec/cs x increment (cm) _j psec/iacrment

HAX d [meters

Operators Initials Date
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D. Ttae-of-Vlaht Data Analysis

r In the past, analysis of T.O.?. data has been accomplished by

COWmring the actual scope trace to a curve generated with straight lines.

The analysis of a umber of such straight line geometrical curves has been

made and reported upon. Efficiency, average charge/mass ratio, mais flow

rate and thrust can be determined easily from the comparison curves. In

a few doubtful cases the real T.O.F. trace has been ntimerically integrated

to obtain performance results. This data reduction technique is laborious

and time consuming. In order to obtain results faster and more accurately

"a computer program has been developed which computes all desired beam

parameters from a single time of flight trace.

In order to facilitate computer programing of the problems

it turned out to be convenient to carry the usual time of flight mathematical

analysis one step further than has formerly been done. Usually the beom

parameters are derived as functions of the integrals.

t f di 2t di

I ' t (-)dt and I 2 t r di(1) Il 0 dt 2 (2 0dt

where t - time elapsed since turning beam off

i - collector current

tf - time at which collector current has dropped to zero.

These integrals require the inconvenient and relatively inaccurate process

of me•isuring the slope of the time of flight trace at every point. This

has nov been circumvented by the -imple expedient of integrating by parts.

(
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I.

Thus:

t A t t 0
(2) If t(' dt) tif I i dtor I I dt0 et / 0

0 tf

(3) t (r'E dt) - t / t- 2 It i t dt or If' I t dt
0C t 0

(3 1~ 20 tf td

Since 1 - 0 when t -t

Thus it is no longer necessary to stature the @Iope of the curve.

Thit refinement has been incorporated into the time of flight data reduction

progrm.

The folloving equetions have been ddVeloped utilizing the above

relationships:

(4) A-V- I t f i t dt Mast flow (kg/ect)d2 0

(5) 1 2"t 2
0t Sam efficiency

i t dt
0

(6) (07M) w-1 Colm#

2_ tf Cd• d 2

"(7) 8) v f -coombs/kg.

I ltdt
0

6
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t 4
f f

(81• To It i dt Thrut (Newton)

(f I i'
lop 4 0_ Specific Imulse (Seconds)

f i-t dt
0

(10) _" 5d
413 - t Mass Distribution Function

(11) dl - Current Distribution Function
d d

where V - accelerating voltage

d - time of flight distance (meters)

I - steady state collector current

g - 9.8 a/sec 2

The first step in the tio* of flight data analysis is to record time

of flight oscilloscope trace coordinates in digital form. This is done vith

a Telecordes scanning machine which automatically enters the data on IBM

cards " the devices cross hairs are scanned over a projected trace image.

The computer program then utilizes the IBM cards as input data to generate

the required set of parameters.
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X. THRUSTOR DESIGN

Essentially the first half of this two year program has been spent

in acquiring performance characteristics of both individual capillary needles

and ensembles of needles. It is apparent that beam currents of 300 micro-

amperes and greater are available from a 37 needle module. Average specific

charge ratios Lave been obtained ranging from 2500 to 6000 coulombs/kilogram.

In order to maintain a specific impulse of 2000 seconds sud a thrust of two

aillipounds, the following performance choices are er our disposal.

Q/M I Li.v V'•a

2000 900 iO

WOO 1800 50

6000 2700 33.3

A conservative and prudent decision would be to design the thrustor

in such a fashion as to insure a 3000 microampere beam. This decision is

acceptable and a mechanical design study is now underway. Eight modules,

each containing 37 needles, will be positioned in a linear-array. In the

gravity field mandated by the necessity to test an engine in an earth bound

la!oratory, a circular array of eight a~dules positioned in a vertical plane

would cause a serious pressure feed differential betveen the uppermost and

the lowest aeedles. The choice of operating specific charge and therefore

post acceleration will be determined principally - the ability of the test

vacuum chamber to maintasn adequate pressure (5 x 10-6 torr) in view of rhe

mass fl" rate of expeilant. Figure 20 is an artist's view of.the thrustor

system.
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XI. CONCLUSIONS

Although significant progress has been made toward obtaining the
immediate goals of the present contract muich work remains to be done.
Certainly the advantages of the colloid thrustor have been borne out
particularly in the micropound region of operation. This fall-out
in the quest of a millipound engine for stationkeeping applications is an
exciting one. Throttleable thrust ranges extending from 1 to 100
micropounds at an I., of 500 to 800 seconds with efficiencies greater than

75Z are now considered normal operation at TRW Systems. Although the
thrustor is only one part of the flight hardware demanded fcr space
application, it is a significant part. The generation of the flight
hardware is considered a task utilizing merely state-of-the-art hardware

for the most part. In addition the demands of flight qualified coiloid
thrustor points up new information that must be determined to insure the
success of a colloid system of propulsion.
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